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Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy Guidance on Exclusions and 
Revocations from BBC Store   
 
Last Updated: September 2015         
  
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
BBC Store houses the comprehensive collection of BBC content from the present and the past for 
people to buy. It is a commercial service operated by BBC Worldwide.  This guidance is intended 
to help programme makers in making an assessment of whether content can be made available for 
commercial exploitation in BBC Store; the decision about whether content is actually made 
available through BBC Store is taken by BBC Worldwide and is subject to BBC Store’s agreed 
editorial controls. 
 
A significant volume of BBC public service content enters BBC Store shortly after transmission 
and as soon as possible after it enters iPlayer. Prior to BBC Store, some BBC programmes were 
made available after their first transmission and the iPlayer period, via repeats, programme sales, 
DVDs and digital ownership. BBC Store enables the audience to digitally own programmes 
hitherto unavailable, extending the “shelf-life” of many more programmes than before.  
 
Programme makers need to consider this guidance in relation to their content, unless the 
programme comes under a category that has been excluded from being made available for BBC 
Store.  
 
     (See Programming Excluded  from BBC Store at Launch) 
 
The over-arching ambition is that programmes should continue to be made available in BBC Store 
unless there are compelling reasons for their withdrawal. However, there is a small amount of 
current content that it would not be possible to comply to sell in BBC Store, from a legal, 
editorial policy or rights perspective. This guidance looks at legal and editorial policy issues for 
content entering BBC Store shortly after transmission. 
 
Guidance on rights issues, including use of fair dealing in programmes, is dealt with in the BBC Store: 
Guidance for Production Staff 
 

(See BBC Store: Guidance for Production Staff) 
 
The guidance uses the term “exclusion” to refer to content which may not be made available on 
BBC Store prior to or following first publication, because of legal risk or a potential breach of the 
Editorial Guidelines. 
 
An “exemption” refers to content which may not be made available on BBC Store prior to or 
following first publication because the relevant commercial rights are not available. 
 
 
2.0 General Considerations 
 
It is the responsibility of the executive producer, or, for independents, the 
commissioning editor, as part of the compliance process, to make a judgement about 
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whether their programme is compliant for commercial sale either on BBC Store or in 
other forms of commercial exploitation, and, assuming it is, whether the content 
should only be made available for a limited period of time before review is 
recommended.  
 
A discussion about commercial exploitation (and BBC Store) should take place with 
the commissioning editor at the commissioning stage. If the executive producer 
decides that their programme should be excluded from commercial sale or should 
only be made available for a limited time before review is recommended, they should 
seek approval from their commissioning editor. The relevant Controller of 
Commissioning and Controllers of Business and Production should be informed. 
Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy advice may be sought at any time throughout this 
process. 
 
G for Guidance labelling is used for programmes in BBC Store and a parental lock facility is also 
available. However, there is some content that it is not appropriate to sell in BBC Store, even 
with a guidance label, because of the effects of long term availability on contributors. 
 
The date of the transmission is indicated next to programmes for sale in BBC Store. This 
transparency is important to remind people that, over time, history has moved on, science has 
advanced, and public attitudes, tastes and standards of behaviour have changed. 

     
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13: Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.3 and 13.4. 13) 

 
When material is made available for BBC Store we should bear in mind that it may be subject to 
much greater scrutiny than when broadcast originally.  

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13: Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.2) 

 
It is also important to remember that the BBC has a continuing responsibility to respect privacy 
and to act fairly towards contributors when re-using, reversioning and making archive material 
available. 
 

(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13: Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.6) 
 
Consideration should be given to whether it is appropriate or fair just to make one of a series of 
factual programmes available, when there is a journey of redemption by a contributor across the 
series. 
 
There may be content that should not be promoted in BBC Store for a short period of time. e.g. 
because of a tragedy in the news or the anniversary of a tragedy.  

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13 Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.14) 

 
If a programme maker becomes aware of a change in circumstances and has agreed that there is a 
significant legal or editorial policy issue, consideration should be given to the future of the content 
in BBC Store. If necessary, the BBC Store team should be contacted. 
 

(See Section 7.0 The process for informing BBC Store of exclusions and revocations) 
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3.0 Programmes which must be excluded from availability for BBC Store: 
 
 

• Programmes that have been excluded from iPlayer because of legal risk or a 
potential breach of the Editorial Guidelines. (It may be possible for a re-edited 
version which is compliant, to be made available.) 
 

• Programmes that will only appear for a shortened period of time in iPlayer because 
of legal risk or a potential breach of the Editorial Guidelines.  

 

• Programmes likely to trigger legal proceedings (e.g. an arrest). Because it is a 
breach of the criminal law to prejudice a trial certain programmes must be 
excluded from BBC Store availability.  If one purpose of the programme is to 
expose criminality the effect can be that the perpetrators are arrested after 
broadcast. The BBC is then under a legal obligation to limit the information that is 
broadcast about the alleged perpetrator and the crime.  

 
 

 
See also BBC Store: Guidance for Production Staff for programmes that may need to be exempted 
because the relevant commercial rights are not available and Programming Excluded from BBC Store at 
Launch for a list of programme genres that are not sold in BBC Store. 
 
4.0 Programmes which may require a compliance review after a period of time on 
sale or which, on a case by case basis, may need to be excluded from sale. 
 
 
Some programmes are not suitable for continued sale indefinitely. 
 
If a programme contains issues that fall into one of the categories below it may need to be 
excluded from BBC Store availability or have its eligibility for sale reviewed after a set period of 
time. 
 
If a programme would need a planned legal or editorial review within six months of being made 
available, the content should be excluded: the minimum planned period of review for content in 
BBC Store is six months. 
 
4.1 Duty of care to contributors and privacy issues 
 
The decision to exclude a programme from availability in BBC Store completely or to review it 
after a set period of time will be fact specific and require an informed view of the subject matter 
and the vulnerabilities of any contributors. 
 
The BBC has a continuing responsibility to respect privacy and to act fairly towards contributors 
when re-using, reversioning and making archive material available. 
    

 (See Editorial Guidelines Section 13: Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.6) 
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Programmes featuring the following need careful consideration: 
 

• Programmes featuring contributors with mental health problems. 
 

(See Editorial Guidance: Working with Vulnerable Contributors) 
 

 
• Programmes featuring medical scenarios. e.g. hospitals, paramedics at work and other 

traumatic situations. There are specific considerations around on-going consent for 
patients and medical staff. An editorial review after one year is recommended. In addition, 
the access agreements on which the original series was based may also require re-
compliance after a set period.  

 
(See Editorial Guidance: Medical Emergencies) 

 
• Identifiable grieving or distressed people. The Editorial Guidelines state that any re-use 

must be referred to a senior editorial figure, or, for independents, to the commissioning 
editor. 

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13 Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.7) 

 
• When use of archive may cause distress to the contributors, victims or their relatives or 

close friends, their views should be sought where possible. If they object to sale of the 
content, any proposal to do so must be approved by a senior editorial figure or, for 
independents to the commissioning editor. Approval will only be given if the objections are 
outweighed by a public interest. 

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13 Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.7) 

 
• Programmes featuring childcare proceedings and/or adoption of children and young people. 

The Editorial Guidelines require that we must consider carefully the impact and possible 
consequences of any material which involves a child, both during the production process 
and once the content has been broadcast. We must safeguard the welfare of children. 

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 9: Children and Young People as Contributors) 
 

• Children and young people on a personal journey, which includes revealing private 
information e.g. having an abortion, coping with poverty or parental alcoholism.  
 

(See Editorial Guidance: Working with Vulnerable Contributors and 
 
        Editorial Guidelines Section 9: Children and Young People as Contributors) 

 
 

• Victims of crime and anti-social behaviour where the programme concerns their 
victimisation because of the crime or anti-social behaviour.  
 

• Other vulnerable contributors, where their vulnerability is the story or where it is 
considered a risk to them even to appear in BBC Store. 
 

(See Editorial Guidance: Working with Vulnerable Contributors) 
 

• Contributors indulging in behaviour with the potential to cause embarrassment at a later 
stage e.g. drunkenness and sexual activity – for duty of care and to allow for rehabilitation.  
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• Illegal behaviour and anti-social behaviour. This includes content showing the work of law 

enforcement agencies such as the police or HMRC. Continuation of sale more than a year 
after first broadcast may be inappropriate. Public interest in featuring illegal or anti-social 
behaviour diminishes with time. For example, the public interest in the work of law 
enforcement agencies may justify the breach of privacy of wrongdoers for the original 
transmission, but this justification decreases with the passage of time. We should also 
consider allowing for people to rehabilitate from their anti-social behaviour and crimes. 
 
(See Editorial Policy Guidance: Re-use of Factual Programmes featuring Illegal or Anti-social Behaviour)  
 
 

• Secret recording. The Editorial Guidelines state that any proposed re-use of secretly 
recorded archive must be referred to a senior editorial figure or, for independents, to the 
commissioning editor.  
 

(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13 Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.10) 
 

• Undercover investigations. Referral should be made to Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy 
to ascertain appropriateness for sale or on-going sale without review. 
 
 

4.2. Fairness and accuracy issues 
 
In addition to our continuing responsibility to act fairly towards contributors, we should be aware 
that material may become out of date or inaccurate or inappropriate for other reasons.  
 

(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13: Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.6 and 13.4.3) 
 
Consideration should be given to: 

 
• Some consumer affairs programmes. Selling these programmes could breach the Editorial 

Guidelines. If a programme uncovered wrongdoing that was subsequently remedied, it 
could breach Editorial Guidelines on fairness and accuracy if it remained on sale. 
 

• Medical content where the advice or information given is now recognised to be dangerous. 
As a minimum measure, additional contextual information may be required.  
 
 

4.3 Prejudice to legal proceedings posed by material in topical programmes 
 

• Some programmes must be excluded from BBC Store because they risk prejudicing a 
person’s ability to have a fair trial. 
 

(See Section 3.0 Programmes which must be excluded from BBC Store)  
 
There are occasions when we broadcast material which is legally acceptable at the time of 
broadcast but as time goes by the legal risk attached to that content increases.  A prime 
example is topical comedy based on current events. A joke may be made about a 
crime/suspected crime. At the time of broadcast the joke may be based on news which is 
hours or days old with no active legal proceedings to consider. However this landscape can 
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change quickly and people may be arrested, trials can begin, or additional information can 
come to light, making the content of our original broadcast prejudicial to the defendant.  

 
A programme with content like this needs to be flagged and references to wrongdoing or 
criminality should be noteworthy. It is likely that it would be excluded from BBC Store as 
any review would need to occur within a short time frame – certainly less than 6 months 
from the date of first broadcast. 
 
 

4.4. The Royal Family 
 

• The Royal Family – any content that features members of the Royal Family or the Royal 
Palaces (except for news material featuring members of the Royal Family carrying out 
public duties) must be referred to the BBC’s Royal Liaison Officer.  

 
(See Editorial Guidelines Section 13 Re-use and Reversioning 13.4.12) 

 
4.5 Access and location agreements 
 

• The access agreements on which the original programme or series was based may require 
review after a set period. Some access agreements specify a time limit for reuse of the 
programme. 

 
(See  BBC Store: Guidance for Production Staff ) 

 
 

4.6. Live events and charity appeals 
 
For live events and charity appeals please refer to Editorial Policy. 
 
4.7. Audience interactivity 
 
If the programme contains audience interactivity (competition, vote, award, charity donation or 
similar) please contact ITACU via BBC Gateway (http://explore.gateway.bbc.co.uk/itacu/itacu.aspx) 
or email itacu@bbc.co.uk to ensure it is compliant for BBC Store as well as iPlayer.  
 
 
 
5.0 Assessing the length of time before a programme is reviewed for continued 
availability in BBC Store 
 
It is the responsibility of the executive producer, or, for independents, the 
commissioning editor, when approving the programme for commercial availability 
through BBC Store, to recommend to BBC Store the length of time before legal and 
editorial review is required. Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy advice may be sought 
to inform this recommendation. 
 
 
For sensitive programmes that are being made available for a limited period of time, a review after 
one year may be appropriate.   

 

http://explore.gateway.bbc.co.uk/itacu/itacu.aspx
mailto:itacu@bbc.co.uk
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If production or commissioning is notified of a significant legal or editorial policy issue after 
content has been cleared for BBC Store availability, please refer to Section 7.0 for the process for 
informing BBC Store of exclusions and revocations. 
 
(See Section 7.0 The process for informing BBC Store of exclusions and revocations below) 

 
 
6.0 Programmes which may be revoked from BBC Store availability 

 
 

Unless content is specifically made available only for a limited time period before review is 
recommended, or unless rights are limited or there are commercial reasons, there is a 
presumption that material published online will become part of a permanently accessible archive 
and will not normally be removed or we risk erasing the past and altering history. 
 
However, there may be some cases where material needs to be removed from BBC Store after it 
has been on sale for a period of time because the BBC has agreed that there is a significant legal 
or editorial policy issue. BBC Store needs to be informed and a discussion may be necessary with 
BBC Store about whether the programme could be edited, then made available again. 
 

(See Section 7.0 The process for informing BBC Store of exclusions and revocations) 
 
The Editorial Policy Guidance Note on Removal of BBC Online Content should also be consulted. 
 
(See Editorial Policy Guidance Note Removal of BBC Online Content) 
 
6.1 Revocation for legal reasons: 

 

When things go wrong 

All genres of programming are capable of factual or technical error, an unjustified breach of 
privacy, an inadvertent breach of a court order, or broadcast of prejudicial or defamatory 
material. 

If we receive a legal complaint or the BBC itself discovers a problem with a programme post 
broadcast, the legal department may advise that the programme is temporarily or permanently 
revoked from BBC Store. This would be decided on a case by case basis. 
 

6.2 Revocation for potential breach of the Editorial Guidelines: 

• A programme may need to be removed from commercial availability after a limited period 
of time if a review reveals that it is no longer compliant with the Editorial Guidelines, for 
example, because of on-going duty of care to contributors, accuracy, impartiality or 
fairness in continuing to make content available over time. 

• Programmes found in breach - where content is found in breach by our editorial 
complaints procedure (either within an output division, or by the Editorial Complaints 
Unit), the BBC Trust or Ofcom (usually a couple of months after broadcast), dependent on 
the nature of the breach, the material may need to be edited with a text notification added 
or, on rare occasions, removed.  
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• Where a significant legal or editorial policy issue has arisen that has been notified to the 
BBC post-inclusion in BBC Store, which is likely to make us re-consider the 
appropriateness of continued availability. e.g. a tragedy in a family or an issue of personal 
safety. This could apply to all genres, including drama (for example a drama which is a 
fictionalised account of real events.) 
 

 
 
 
 
7.0 The process for informing BBC Store of exclusions and revocations 
 
It is the responsibility of the executive producer, or, for independents, the 
commissioning editor, as part of the compliance process, to make a judgement about 
whether their programme is compliant for commercial sale either on BBC Store or in 
other forms of commercial exploitation, and, assuming it is, whether the content 
should only be made available for a limited period of time before review is 
recommended.  
 
A discussion about a programme’s suitability for BBC Store should take place with 
the commissioning editor at the commissioning stage and then throughout the 
production process, as necessary. Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy advice may be 
sought at any time throughout this process. 
 
If the executive producer believes that their programme should be excluded from 
commercial sale or should only be made available for a limited time before review is 
recommended, they should seek approval from their commissioning editor. The 
relevant Controller of Commissioning and Controllers of Business and Production 
should be informed.   
 

 Exclusions 
 
• If a programme has been approved by the relevant commissioning editor for exclusion 

from BBC Store availability: 
 

• Production should complete a standard form. This is available here   
 

 
 

•  Production should email the TV Content Release team via email at: Store Exemptions and 
Exclusions, attaching the completed form 

 
 

• The commissioning editor should inform the Controllers of Commissioning, Business and 
Production. The relevant Head of Production and the Genre Controller should also be 
informed.  
 

• In the event of a disagreement about whether a programme should be made available for 
BBC Store because of a legal risk or a potential breach of the Editorial Guidelines it should be 
referred back to Editorial Legal and/or Editorial Policy for further discussion. 
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Mandatory referral 
 
Any decision to proceed with the making a programme available for BBC Store 
against Legal and/or Editorial Policy advice must not be taken lightly. Any such 
decision must be escalated to Director of Television and the Commercial Director. 
The Director of Television and the Commercial Director will independently review 
this decision in conjunction with Editorial Legal and/or Director, Editorial Policy and 
Standards. 
 
Review after a limited period of time: 
 
It is the responsibility of the executive producer, or, for independents, the 
commissioning editor, when approving the programme for BBC Store availability, to 
recommend to BBC Store the length of time before legal and editorial review is 
required. Editorial Legal and Editorial Policy advice may be sought to inform this 
recommendation. 
 
 
7.1  How to revoke a programme from BBC Store during its iPlayer catch-up window   
 
A programme that is revoked from BBC iPlayer will also come down from BBC Store at the same 
time.1 Specifically, the programme will no longer be available in BBC Store for new purchases.  
 
There may be legal issues where it is also necessary to remove access to the programme for 
customers who have already purchased it.  This will have the effect of preventing this “purchased 
asset” from being streamed or freshly downloaded.  (Where a BBC Store customer has already 
downloaded the asset to their device, this will not be removed).  Where a “full suspension” of the 
programme, including removal of the “purchased asset” is required for Legal reasons, the Legal 
team may ask Executive Producers to contact BBC Store to instruct this. 
 
Details on how to do this for BBC staff are available here. Independents should contact their BBC 
commissioning editor. 
 
 Alternatively, there may be times where new sales of the suspended programme may be 
reinstated in BBC Store.  This might be appropriate for example, where the BBC has revoked the 
programme due to a temporary sensitivity in light of the death of a public figure.  It may be 
acceptable to leave the series on sale in BBC Store (as per DVDs of the series), provided the 
series is not actively promoted by BBC Store during the sensitive period. 
 
Where there are serious concerns that the Editorial Guidelines have been breached, the 
assumption should be that the BBC should act uniformly across both the public service and the 
commercial services. A consistent view would normally be arrived at by consultation between the 
Director of the relevant output division, the CEO of BBC Worldwide and the Director of 
Editorial Policy and Standards. 
 

                                                 
1 Content made available to BBC Store is fed via the iPlayer, so revoking content from the iPlayer automatically 
removes the content from sale in BBC Store. 

https://intranet.gateway.bbc.co.uk/studios/guides_toolkits/tv_programmes_online/Pages/Your-programme-on-iPlayer.aspx
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The process for removing programmes from BBC iPlayer, and BBC Store during the iPlayer 
window, is explained fully here (**link to iPlayer page**).  
 
Where appropriate an edited replacement should be provided for iPlayer, and as appropriate, this 
will usually be republished to BBC Store. There is an agreed escalation procedure in the event of a 
disagreement between the BBC public service and BBC Store concerning revocation. 
 
Note that the material will remain suspended whilst any dispute is resolved.  
 
 
 
7.2 How to revoke a programme from BBC Store availability outside of its iPlayer catch-up window   
 
If there are serious concerns that a programme may need to be revoked from BBC Store outside 
its iPlayer catch up window, a senior editorial figure responsible for the programme, such as the 
commissioning editor or executive producer, should contact the BBC Store Editorial team.  
 
Details on how to do this for BBC staff are available here. Independents should contact their BBC 
commissioning editor.  
There may be occasions where an issue arises soon after broadcast but is not resolved by the 
Public Service until after the programme has expired from iPlayer and BBC Store will need to be 
contacted directly as above. 
 
 
 
More information BBC Store can be found here. 
 

https://intranet.gateway.bbc.co.uk/studios/guides_toolkits/tv_programmes_online/Pages/Your-programme-on-iPlayer.aspx
https://intranet.gateway.bbc.co.uk/studios/guides_toolkits/tv_programmes_online/Pages/Your-programme-on-iPlayer.aspx
http://home.gateway.bbc.co.uk/rights/html/started/bbcstore.html

